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COMPOSITE ILLUSIONISM
In attempting to define Composite Illu-
sionism, it may be easier to explain what it
is not. It is not an image produced from an
evident source, in a reportorial manner or as
a result of observational translation. The
image is composed and distilled from various
sources usually not found in any one particu
lar situation. Within this criterion, any
'studio painting' could be considered a pro
duct of composite illusionism.
The concern of this thesis is to illu
strate an evolution of a specific imagery i
a synthetic environment which represents a
conceivable situation, yet exists only in it
self. The images are composed of specific
external sources by means of a systematic in
tegration. The parts are arranged into a co
herent unit via common denominators, such as
perspective, color, surface articulation and
structure. These elements impart a unity or
continuity to the sources, thereby creating
an illusionary three-dimensional space and a
recognizable situation.
1.
In essence, this thesis reflects not
so much a definitive statement concerning
the work presented, but rather an organized
journal of experiences and observations de
rived from the process of evolving images.
2.
THE STENCILLED IMAGES
In order to discuss how this composite
process evolved, it would be best to begin
with earlier work, primarily in printmaking
and drawing.
A process in intaglio printing which
one employs to produce a smooth transition
of tone is called an aquatint. This is pro
duced by dusting the surface of a plate with
granular rosin or by applying spray paint.
The painted process is more direct and prob
ably more reliable than the rosin. There is
a smaller risk of the paint lifting from the
plate as sometimes occurs with the rosin
technique. To use spray paint presents a
problem. It becomes necessary to develop a
system in which the sprayed tones can be lo
calized and formed into specific shapes.
Stencils are a logical solution.
The stencils themselves are two-dimen
sional cut-outs with specific contours. By
means of selective spraying and manipulating
the stencils, it was possible to create a
seemingly three-dimensional image. With
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practice, the images became less dependent
on the evident source and more a result of
playful^ discovery. My images were reason
ably simple. They consisted of bottle forms,
arranged within a space large enough to ac
comodate their height and collective width,
and simplifed chair motifs.
Through the use of a pump- type spray
bottle, the spray technique was incorporated
in the lithographic process. Spraying seemed
most condusive to liquid mediums, such as
tusche and autographic ink in lithography
and inks and watercolors in drawing. Using
stencils in these mediums, it was possible
to quickly execute color studies and atmos
pheric situations. The dot patterns produced
by spraying also revealed the possibilities
of optical color mixture.
The use of stencils and sprayed medi
ums , can produce reasonably flat areas of
tone and a soft, modulated surface. It also
enables toning larger areas with a greater
uniformity.
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The most important contribution de
rived from the stencilled works was the ex
perience of manipulating a deceptive shallow
space. A space which later formed the basis
for the figurative painting.
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THE DRAWINGS
The early work in drawing resurfaced
as another influence on the figure and in
terior paintings. These drawings, usually
watercolor, ink and graphite, in various com
binations, not only introduced the interior/
chair motifs, but also laid the groundwork
for my particular concern with space via un
derstatement. It was through these drawings,
that the ground or paper surface and tone
emerged as spatial planes. These negative
areas became interior walls or 'containers'
for the chairs and figures. The interest in
the negative space as defined planes was not
a primary concern when these drawings were
initiated. The concern at that point was
developing the structure or volume in the
chair forms through a simplified reduction
of tonal areas. Arranging specific areas
of tone, confined to a contour, gave solid
ity to the forms, without the need for what
is sometimes laborious modelling.
What was not immediately realized was
that a similar system of organization was
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occuring with the space surrounding the chair
forms. The ground, or negative areas became
planes and solids through their simplified
rendering and placement.
THE SEATED FIGURES
The initial reason for using a seated
figure was the inherent simplicity of the
image. The spatial considerations given to
the prints and drawings necessitated an image
that was static, frontal and reasonably sym
metrical, as were the chair forms. The pur-
pose was to investigate the formal elements
of spatial construction and determine how
through this composite system, a recogniz
able situation could be represented.
Liberties have been taken, in respect
to the viewer's eye level. This eliminated
additional receding planes. For example,
with the lowered eye level, the knees of the
figure feegin where the torso ends and the
presence of the thighs is only implied. The
vertical planes (legs, torso etc. ) are stack
ed or laminated, similar to medieval relig
ious iconography. The tendency in medieval
work was to have an almost arbitrary horizon.
The alternating planes, in perhaps an archi
tectural motif, appear flattened, layered
one upon another, as cut-outs or stage props.
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This lamination produces a spatial illusion
by organizing planes logically, one before
the other. Objects in the foreground are
larger. Receding planes become progress
ively smaller. It becomes necessary for the
viewer to formulate this intellectual order.
These otherwise flat planes develop as vol
ume, by size and surface articulation. In
this a spatial relationship is created, less
dependent on linear construction.
The frontality of the figures also re
flects the considerations the Egyptians gave
their icons. Gigantic size played an impor
tant part in Egyptian art. Their statues
became mammoth. They commanded homage and
respect. Aside from the religious aspects,
the physical size and the viewer's percep
tion of this mass initiated a form of fore
shortening. In this device, the viewer stands
at the feet of the icon. The monumentality
couses the viewer to look upward. The great
distance between the viewer's eye and the top
of the statue imitates the foreshortening
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concept in perspective in that the actual
distance causes the upper proportions of
the figure to recede into the heavens.
Egyptian art was made to be viewed
from the front, as in the case of the gi
gantic statues. The massive proportions
gave the icons a solidity and permanence
which trancended life. Some interior sculp
ture almost retains a two-dimensional qual
ity. The figures seem to be cut in deep
relief. The mass or reality which contains
it seems to fall away, pushing the image
forward upon the viewer.
What seemed critical, in the figure
paintings, when using a static frontal pre
sentation, was the angle of viewing, as es
tablished by the lowered eye level. A se
lection was made as to what area of the fig
ure would be specifically focused upon. It
seemed necessary that all the elements with
in the construct of fche image, including the
exterior edges of the canvas, be supportive
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to a selected focal point. The figures in
their rather formal and frontal presentation,
'commanded'
a central placement. This ar
rangement introduced symmetrical qualities
which in turn was also supportive of the fo
cal considerations.
For the most part, the seated figures
reside within a space capable of accommodat
ing a nonexisting standing figure. This un
derstated area or negative space enveloping
the figure, increases the illusion of the
presence of a gravitational force and con
sequently, the solidity of the figure.
11.
THE PATTERNED PIECES
The original conception of using a pat
tern in the images was prompted by a need to
create a more convincing space. The patterns,
adopted to perspective devices, increased the
illusion of space within the images which
would otherwise seem frontal, flat and some
what two-dimensional.
The selection of the patterns has been
rather intuitive. A personal preference for
nineteenth century Americana afforded an al
most inexhaustable resource for decorative
elements.
After selecting a pattern it was nec
essary to develop scaled, schematic drawings,
in order to achieve a convincing relationship
to the figure and convey a basic faithfulness
to the original. In developing the schematic
drawings, Xerox copies of the original source
material (usually magazine photographs) were
redrawn to determine the basic structure of
the pattern and kept in approximate scale to
the image. These measured drawings were then
incorporated into the image using perspective
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techniques for receding planes and stencils
for vertical applications.
A similar process was devised to in
corporate more physically existing sources
such as furn&shiggs . This involved making
detailed drawings, similar to blueprints
and using photographs as references. The
inclusion of such items required measuring
specific elements within the image and jux
taposing the source material in scale, sub
ject to the perspective and atmospheric con
ditions of the image.
THE RECENT WORK
One advantage in reviewing a body of
past work is that it gives one the oppor
tunity to observe consistant elements in the
paintings, regardless of stylistic changes
or initial concepts undertaken when each
work was painted. The similarities of themes
inherent in these works can be formulated in
to general concepts. This process of review
is perhaps a reversed conceptual manifest
ation. Although the work is not undertaken
in aimless abandon, there exists an intuitive
force which imparts a continuity to the paint
ings. What at times seems to be a 'flounder
ing'
with ideas, with no clear-cut course,
can be organized into a useable conceptual
basis for new work. The largest obstacle to
this being one's own subjectivity. The pri
mary or base facts must be objectively real
ized, to be used.
The recent paintings have become a syn
thesis of the preceding experiments. The
most evident improvement is a clarified con
cept. This is the result of a change in at-
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titude toward the image, its quality of 'fin
ish', and lastly, an improved technical base.
The attitude change occurred during a
somewhat critical point in the production of
the early patterned paintings. I was suffer
ing what seemed a terminal traditional hang
over i 'integrity of the picture plane,* and
all that. The tedious pattern paintings bear
this out. Each square inch was painted as
evenly as the square inch before it. The
results were, to my eye, cold, factual and,
in effect, overstatements} an exercise in
technique. Being traditionally oriented, in
painting, is not wholly undesirable. How
ever, it may become an obstacle to the indi
vidual who finds himself paying homage to
methods and attitudes not completely aligned
to his own temperment and expression. In
retrospect it seems I was victimized by my
own exuberance for technical details, such as
'the tailored surface' and a eonsistant ap
plication of paint. These two qualities are
interesting aspects of painting} however
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they are only two facets of a multi-facet
ted art.
Underlying themes have remained such
as my interests in light, atmospheric con
ditions and formal structure. Also my in-
terest in the solitary figure, be it implied
or of substance.
Fortunately, there was an attitude
change. Simply, this amounted to a personal
inquiry into 'what is actually, or rather,
physically necessary to create the desired
illusion? '
The simplicity of the drawings had
eluded a translation into painting until
the process of review, 'reversed concep
tion, ' grasped their inherent properties.
What was beginning to develop was a person
alized imagery based on technical evidence.
The 'evidence' being remnants of the process.
The new works speak of not only formal fig
ure and ground relationships, but also of
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how the spatial situation is constructed.
Having drawing resurface in a painting has
the tendency to flatten forms. This 'flat
ness'
used in conjuction with more develop
ed modelling produces ambiguous tensions be
tween the two-dimensional surface and the
three-dimensioal illusion. This display of
ambiguity in certain cases makes the illusion
more convincing, by inducing the viewer to
first organize the two-dimensional aspects
on the surface and progress to the more il-
lusionistic elements. Using this concept,
it is conceivable to activate a large sur
face, in a somewhat minimal manner, and still
produce a convincing spatial situation.
This has led to the most recent work.
These paintings demonstrate an attempt at
utilizing traditional attitudes with an im
posed self restraint. The new images retain
an element of liveliness, perhaps through
the exposed process or
'evidence;'
yet still
remain solid structurally, representing a
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conceivable situation, somewhat removed from
pure observational translation.
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
It seems almost futile to attempt a
summary or conclusion in discussing your own
work. On one hand it does put a certain per
spective on your thoughts and ties up loose
ends in a written report. However, visual
experiences are not so easily categorized,
filed and put to rest.
One interesting aspect, in this busi
ness of painting, is that the problems that
are solved and the answers found only pre
sent more questions and, consequently, the
work is never finished. Resolutions are ten
uous at best. They offer a brief self sat
isfaction and, ideally, a continued motiva
tion to seek new resolutions.
In regard to my own work, perhaps the
best conclusion I can draw is that now a real
ization has been made as to the conceptual
process I undergo in formulating my imagery
and resolutions have been found in technical
execution.
The coalition of the conceptual and
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appropriate technical facilities has made a
marked improvement in the work, thus far.
Hopefully, this will be sustained, and the
resolutions can serve as the motivation and
incentive for images not yet painted.
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The Stencilled Images
1. Title page - Lithograph - 8" x 16".
2. Page 5 - Lithograph - 17" x 22".
The Drawings
I. Title page - Watercolor - 22" x 30".
2. Page 7 - Watercolor - 15" x 22".
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1. Title page - Oil on Canvas - 48" x 60".
2. Page 13 - Oil on Canvas - 54" x 72".
The Recent Work
1. Title Page - Oil on Canvas - 48" x 60".
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